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I
the foundations of jewish eschatology
What may be termed classical Jahwism, that is to say the
Jahwism which finds its expression in the prophetic books, was
faced with two really important problems. Firstly, it was clear
that the world fell far short of God's just requirements, and it
was essential that something should be done to bridge this gulf.
Men who flouted God's commands, whether they did so wantonly
or in ignorance, must sooner or later repent and enter the fold,
or else be punished for their misdeeds. Secondly, although
God, had chosen Israel from among the nations, his people had
not always behaved in a very exemplary way towards him,
and they themselves could scarcely consider their normal
condition as a proof of divine favour, for instead of ruling the
world they had often to suffer tyranny and defeat. How could
their continued misfortunes be explained unless Jahweh had
deliberately broken the oath which he had sworn to Abraham
and to Jacob and to Moses ? Yet such a betrayal of faith was
utterly impossible. As Micah declares in vii. 20, " Thou wilt
perform the truth to Jacob, and the mercy to Abraham, which thou
hast sworn to our fathers from the days of old."
This twofold problem, which arose out of historical circum-
stances, formed a basis for various views concerning the future
of the world and of the Jewish people. They are distinct from
the opinions on the same subjects which were current about the
time of Jesus' birth, but they helped to determine the direction
and scope of the later views. These are the essential facts.
The world might be openly flaunting its ungodliness, the
Jews might be glaringly oblivious of their covenant obligations,
nevertheless the day of Jahweh would come.1 The first allusion
to it appears in Amos, about the middle of the eighth century :
tc Woe unto you that desire the day of Jahweh." " Wherefore
would ye have the day of Jahweh ? . . . It is darkness and no
light ? even very dark, and no brightness in it ? " (v. 18 and 20).
Two facts emerge from this passage ; first that Amos was not
the originator of the day of Jahweh, since his contemporaries
were also familiar with it, and secondly, that he differed from
those contemporaries in the meaning he attached to it.2 The
others, skilfully identifying the cause of Jahweh with that of
1	A. Causse, Le jour de lahve et la flie de F avenement de lahve, in RHP,
192S.
2	For the way in which they probably pictured it, see Lods, The
Prophets of Israel, book ii, chap, i, § iii, 4.

